ANP Advantage For Security Management
Your Challenge

The ANP Net eWaresm Solution

“Our company wants strong IT
With ANP’s managed security solution, you get management and
security, but we need to provide it in monitoring of intrusion detection sensors and firewalls, all at a cost that
a cost-effective manner.”
is lower than a fifth of an annual the salary of one security technician.
“Our lack of a well-defined
configuration management processes
has led to issues with network
reliability and performance.”

We have proven processes for most configuration change requests. Our
security engineers will work with you on each configuration change to
make sure there is no adverse impact on the security or availability of
the environment as a result of an update or change request.

“We do not have the in-house
expertise to effectively manage
and monitor our network for
security events.”

The expertise we’ve gained from more than seven years of managing
security gives you a stronger security solution, as well as access to
certified security engineers – all for less than it would be to do it yourself.

“We need summary reports that
we can share with senior
management to illustrate the
value of network security.”

We offer event level reports together with summary reports to provide
increased visibility and control for better decision-making. Reports
such as “most common attacks,” “understanding the threat source” and
“impact rating analysis” all help demonstrate the realities of network
security, as well as what you are doing to protect the environment.

“We’re not comfortable handing
network security over to a service
provider who does not understand
our business.”

With our network security management solution, you are assigned a
certified security engineer. Your engineer is an extension of your own
team, working one-on-one with your staff to better understand your
environment and provide you with a custom-fit solution.

“We cannot afford to have network
downtime – and when a problem
does occur, we need rapid resolution.”

Our proprietary, event driven polling platform and correlation engine
allow us to react to security events faster than any other providers –
leading to improved network security and performance.

“We do not want our staff focusing
on false positives; we only want
them involved in more important
security events.”

ANP’s advanced correlation engine allows us to identify, isolate and
focus efforts on those security events that are most important and
most threatening to a specific environment. This means less time
figuring out what the event is and if you should be worried about it –
and more time stopping the attack and/or solving the problem.
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